
PROFILE

I am a passionate technology enthusiast who
thrives on utilizing my expertise to solve
problems in different business sectors,
whether as part of a team or with less
supervision. I am dedicated to putting in the
effort required to overcome any obstacles that
may arise.

EDUCATION

Full Stack Developer
ALX SE

06/2022 – 09/2023 | Africa

LANGUAGES

English

Yoruba

PROJECTS

Movie App
09/2023 – present

A dynamic movie application designed to enhance the user's 
movie-watching experience.

•Watch Trailer: Users can seamlessly view movie trailers, 
enhancing their ability to make informed choices before 
watching a film.
•Movie Cards: Interactive movie cards provide users with 
detailed information about films, offering a user-friendly 
interface for browsing and selecting movies.
•API Integration: The app leverages external APIs to 
showcase a curated selection of featured movies, ensuring a 
diverse and engaging viewing experience.
•Routing: Implemented React Router for smooth navigation 
and a cohesive user journey within the application.

Weather App
Technologies: HTML, CSS, JavaScript
07/2023 – 07/2023

This is designed to provide real time weather updates no matter 
where you are in the world. It will keep you in the loop with real-
time weather updates and forecasts.

School Web-App (Front end)
05/2023 – 06/2023

A web app that helps automate a lot of school operations for 
Secondary and primary schools.

•Built pages for handling staff, students and subjects 
management
•Assign subjects to students
•Registration page for students and Staffs

School Website
A website that complements the school web app I previously built. 
It handles promoting the school and its facilities and provides 
contact information

•Very responsive website, regardless of the view the user can 
get clear details about the school on mobile, tablets and PC.

SKILLS

ReactJS & Redux

JavaScript ES6

HTML

CSS

Git

Responsive design
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